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Problem:

● GPT (and other large language models) are english centric.
● Although they understand a lot of languages, they are less accurate in instruction following in other languages.
● The vocabulary limit of GPT is limited and cannot handle all the world languages effectively
● When the prompt is not in english, GPT responses are 2X slower. 

Opportunity:
● A middleware AI layer , that translates prompts between any language and GPT, without having to retrain GPT to instruction 

follow in the target language

Business opportunity: 
● Opens up prompt engineering outside of English. 
● Opens up GPT (or other LLM) to be effectively used by 1 billion non english speakers across the globe.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/raghavanmit/
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Demo for arabic 



Demo for arabic 

User asks for 5 paragraphs trying to find answers to questions about Arabia

- (without translation) 
- GPT does not honor the instruction of 5 paragraphs and just provides lines. 

- (with translation) 
- With a google translation layer o between english & arabic, the response is more accurate  



Demo أحتاج إلى كتابة تقریر عن النظام الشمسي. ما ھي الكواكب المختلفة، ما ھي بعض الكواكب السابقة. ھل یمكنك كتابة تقریر من خمس فقرات كل فقرة بھا أربعة 
أسطر؟



Demo for arabic 

User want to learn about solar system

- (without translation) 
- GPT takes 21 seconds
- Does not honor instruction of 5 paragraphs with four lines

- (with translation) 
- GPT takes 13 seconds
- GPT accurately honors instruction of 5 paragraphs with four lines

Clearly shows need for prompt translation 



Demo for Urdu - مجھے نظام شمسی کے بارے میں ایک رپورٹ لکھنی ہے۔ مختلف سیارے کیا ہیں، کچھ سابق سیارے کیا ہیں؟ کیا آپ چار سطروں کے ساتھ پانچ پیراگراف 
 کی رپورٹ لکھ سکتے ہیں؟



Demo for urdu 

Same as arabic, urdu speaker wants to learn about solar system.

- (without translation) 
- GPT takes 33 seconds
- Does not honor instruction of 5 paragraphs with four lines

- (with translation) 
- GPT takes 15 seconds
- GPT accurately honors instruction of 5 paragraphs with four lines

Clearly shows need for prompt translation 



Demo for Tamil 



Demo for Tamil 

User wants to learn about reducing stress of public speaking anxiety. I am a native tamil 
speaker

- (without translation) 
- GPT takes 51 seconds
- As a tamil speaker, i can attest that response is not very useful

- (with translation) 
- GPT takes 12 seconds
- GPT response in english that is translated to Tamil is very useful.

Clearly shows need for prompt translation 



Startup Idea

Problem: GPT is slow and cannot follow non english prompt instructions accurately
Solution: Build a AI middleware that can translate prompt as needed and improve LLM experience 
for non english prompts
Business idea: Opens up prompt engineering for 1B+ non english speakers.
MOAT: We are not developing a new LLM but building on top of existing LLM. The solution we 
develop will be our intellectual property

Simple google translate is just proof of concept showing the gap and opportunity and is not a 
complete solution.

- Raghavan Muthuregunathan
- Github: 

https://github.com/Raghavan1988/googletrans_GPT


